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In 2008…

Of the pharmaceutical business model, 
Bayer HealthCare's chief, Arthur Higgins
said:

"It's very broken and very challenged.”

Reuters Health Summit in New York, November 2008; Pharma 
overhaul under way ahead of challenges



Pharma productivity has been 
plummeting

 Pharma‟s average R&D spending has increased to ~$7bn per drug 
approved (NME).
 However, NME approvals have started to increase modestly during 2007, 
2008 & 2009.

Productivity of the Pharmaceutical Industry
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And it is going to get worse

 Key product patents of major pharma are close to expiry
 Cheap generic versions of blockbuster medicines will hit the 

market
 $140bn in revenues to be lost to the „Patent cliff‟ by 2016 for 

leading drugs
– Peak expected 2011/2012, when many big pharma will 

lose patent protection on their largest or second-largest 
products

 High profile examples:
– 2005: Pfizer‟s antidepressant Zoloft (2005 sales of $3.3bn)
– 2005: Merck‟s cholesterol drug Zocor (2005 sales of 

$4.4bn)

 FiercePharma, 5th January 2009: Warning: Patent cliff approaching 
 Reuters, 2nd May 2007: Drugmakers warned of $140 billion patent "cliff“



Current Status of the Industry:
- Patent Expirations

 Outlook – The pharma industry will continue to see over $63 
billion of annual income washed away due to patent erosion 
by 2014

Drug Name 2007 Sales Patent Expiry

Enbrel $5.3bn 2009

Adavir $7.1bn 2010

Seroquel $4.6bn 2011

Zyprexa $5.0bn 2011

Plavix $7.3bn 2011

Lipitor $13.5bn 2011

Singulair $4.5bn 2012

Aranesp $4.4bn 2014

Nexium $7.2bn 2014



Current Status of the Industry:
R&D Changes for 2009

• Decreasing investment returns has lead the world's top 
drugmakers to cut internal research and development

• Top five pharma and biotech layoffs of 2009
• *Pfizer - 19,500 jobs 
• *Merck – 16,000 jobs
• Johnson & Johnson - 8,900 jobs
• AstraZeneca - 7,400 jobs 
• GlaxoSmithKline - 6,000 jobs
• Eli Lilly – 5,500 jobs
• Teva Industries – 1,090 jobs
• Sepracor - 940 jobs
• King Pharmaceuticals – 770 jobs
• Sanofi-Aventis – 750 jobs

*Note significant contributing M&A events in 2009



What about biotech?



Current R&D Changes in Pharma 
Favour Biotech

 R&D is being moved out-of house

– Out-sourcing

– Spin-out / divestment of franchises

– Licensing / collaborative discovery and 
development



Biotech-Pharma Alliances Increase

 The trend for pharma-biotech alliances grows as pharma struggles to 
fill its dwindling pipelines

Pharma-Biotech Alliances & Mergers
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Productivity:
In-licensed vs. Self Originated Drugs

 Probability of success from IND approval to marketing 
approval across demonstrates in-licensing to be an attractive 
option for pharmaceutical companies
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Opportunities for Biotech?



Drug Discovery & Development:
Pharma-Biotech Relationships

 small companies often partner with larger companies

 biotech is a major source of innovation & creativity for the 
pharma industry

 stage of the deal reflect its value and payment structure

 a biotech company may not have resources to fund PII trials 
(or in-house knowledge to manage them)

 partnerships and alliances are more complex than fee-for-
service work carried out by CROs; both parties have a 
financial stake in the outcome

 pharma-biotech alliances are often structured so that the 
biotech performs the initial drug discovery research and the 
pharma performs the later development work



Drug Discovery & Development: 
The Companies Involved

 Drug discovery is now rarely carried out from start to finish by 
one company alone

 Fully integrated pharmaceutical companies (FIPCOs) intend to 
outsource more than ever

 Contract Research Organisations (CROs) provide a full 
spectrum of services to the pharma and biotech sector. These 
include

– PK and ADMET services

– chemistry services (synthesis; scale-up; analytics)

– formulation services

– animal work (toxicology; efficacy studies)

– in vitro biology

– clinical trials



Outsourcing: Benefits

 Using CROs saves the sponsor company money

– no facility set-up costs

– no large capital expenditures on specialist equipment

– no need to hire expert staff

 Manufacturing historically outsourced as it is expensive to set-
up and run 

 Many companies now outsourcing manufacturing to China / 
India



Prognosis for Biotech?

Short Term

• Difficult times at present

• In a tough climate for raising money (Biotechnology 
companies historically have operated with about 
one year of cash), companies will be looking for 
ways to conserve, such as: 

• Delaying or deferring technology or Product 
development

• Cutting costs / staff



Prognosis for Biotech?

Medium to Long Term
• Prognosis is Good
• Consolidation through Mergers & Acquisitions 

expected, however:
• The „biotech‟ business model is not fundamentally 

flawed
• The market has not evaporated
• Biotechnology is a defensive sector: disease is 

relentless in both good and bad economic times.  
Despite medical advances, there remains a need for 
quality, innovative products to diagnose and treat a 
broad variety of diseases 

• For investors willing to finance companies, great 
opportunities at relatively low valuations



Building a research-based 
biotech company

The basics

Key drivers and challenges



Building a research-based 
biotech company

Models

 Start-ups

 Not necessarily based on IPR derived from 
research carried out within a university

 Spin-outs

 Based on university IPR



Ingredients for success

 Intellectual Property (IP)
– unique technology with protected IP

 Strategy
– sound commercial & scientific strategy

 Market
– defined market need / solution

 People
– experienced & dedicated management

 Hard work
– never easy



Intellectual Property

 IP is crucial to the success of a 
biotechnology business

 A prerequisite for success is

– Proprietary intellectual property with a 
unique selling point



Intellectual Property

 It is essential to protect ownership of IP

 To protect IP you need

– Employee agreements; secure invention 
assignments

– Confidentiality agreements

– Proper record-keeping that supports ownership

– Material transfer agreements, to limit how your 
partners can use your IP



Intellectual Property

Technology audit

 Identify key developments

 Identify core technologies

 Learn what can and cannot be protected

 Identify what IP is required to carry out your research

 Recognise what parts of your core technology are in 
the public domain



Intellectual Property

Build up your IP portfolio

 Match strategic and IP goals

 Claim early, claim often

 Go for quality over quantity

 Scope equates with value

 Avoid infringement

 Conduct regular searches, keep up with the literature

 Do not overlook copyright, designs, trademarks and 
trade secrets



Strategy: Issues

 Business model: drug discovery, platform, service

 Investment requirement: VC, debt

 Technology: platforms vs products

 Organization: outsource or in-house

 Timetable: alignment with sector & investors

 Exit: trade sale, floatation



Strategy: Manage the Risk

 Science & technology

 Manufacturing

 Competition

 Sales and marketing

 Reliance on key staff

 IPR

 Revenues



Strategy: inward and outward 
looking

 Manage risks
– Platform technologies

– Step-wise development

– Protect IPR and know-how

 Control resources
– People

– Technologies

– Premises

 Alignment
– With the sector

– With the shareholders



Market

Do your homework

 Is there a need?

 How big is the market?

 What is the competition?

 How does your business model fit with the 
marketplace?

Define financing need: e.g. debt or VC



Management

 Strong management team
– a good management team will be successful even if the 

science ultimately fails, a poor team will probably fail even 
with good science

 Finance, science, business development etc.

 Plus motivated staff
– options in company: a share in the success

 Scientific Advisory Board



How do you get into biotech?

 After degree or PhD
 After: pharma / financial / academic
 Types of job

– Research scientist
– Pre-clinical/clinical manager
– Business development
– Finance
– Intellectual property
– Legal
– Corporate


